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Abstract: The inefficient use of the IP network bandwidth is a fundamental
issue that restricts the exponential spreading of Voice over IP (VoIP). The
primary reason for this is the big header size of the VoIP packet. In this paper,
we propose a method, called Short Voice Frame (SVF), that addresses the big
header size of the VoIP packet. The main idea of the SVF method is to make
effective use of the VoIP packet header fields that are unneeded to the VoIP
technology. In particular, these fields will be used for temporarily buffering
the voice frame (VoIP packet payload) data. This will make the VoIP packet
payload short or even zero in some cases. The performance evaluation of the
proposed SVF method showed that the use of the IP network bandwidth has
improved by up to 28.3% when using the G.723.1 codec.
Keywords: VoIP, VoIP protocols, bandwidth utilization.

1. Introduction
Over the years, Internet Protocol (IP) networks have embraced a big number of new
technologies such as Voice over IP (VoIP) [1, 2]. VoIP is consistently evolving and
substituting the old telecommunication technology, in both business and domestic
sectors. Businesses are using VoIP for several reasons such as lessening their
communications costs and enhancing the interaction and service level with
employees and clients [3, 4]. Nevertheless, VoIP is encountering two main issues that
slow down its domination of the telecommunication world. Namely, the low quality
of the VoIP calls in comparison to the old telecommunication technology and the
inefficient use of the IP network bandwidth [5, 6]. This paper focuses on the IP
network bandwidth issue.
In general, two main phases are performed to make a VoIP call [1]. The first
phase requires a caller and callee to set up a session to verify each other and agree
upon some parameters that are needed to make a successful VoIP call, such as the
used VoIP codec. To achieve this, VoIP technology uses so-called signaling protocols
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[1, 7]. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is the dominant signaling protocol due to its
simplicity, scalability, extensibility, and some other features that provide better VoIP
service [8, 9]. In the second phase, after the call session is established, the media
voice data begin transferring between the two ends of the call. To transfer the voice
media, VoIP technology uses so-called media transfer protocols [1, 10]. Real-time
Transport Protocol (RTP) is the dominant and most used media, both voice and video,
transfer protocol [11, 12]. The RTP protocol works in collaboration with the UDP
protocol to be able to convey the voice data over the IP network. The size of the RTP
protocol is 12 bytes, the UDP protocol is 8 bytes, and the IP protocol is 20 bytes.
Therefore, the VoIP packet header size comprises of 40 bytes RTP/UDP/IP [12, 13].
On the other hand, the VoIP codecs produce a very small voice frame (VoIP packet
payload) between 10 and 30 bytes. For example, the G.726 produces 30 bytes voice
frame, G.723.1 ‒ 20 bytes, the LPC ‒ 14 bytes, and G.729 ‒ 10 bytes [14-16]. In
certain cases, the VoIP packet payload consists of more than one voice frame.
Assuming the typical case, in which each packet payload consists of only one voice
frame, the ratio of the header size (40 bytes RTP/UDP/IP) to the payload size (10 and
30 bytes) is considerable and consumes much bandwidth. For example, the portion
of the bandwidth consumed by the 40 bytes RTP/UDP/IP with each of the above
codec is 57.1%, 66.6%, 74%, and 80%, respectively. Thus, the big header size,
resulting from the RTP/UDP/IP protocols, is the main cause to the inefficient use of
the IP network bandwidth [12, 13, 17].
The RTP/UDP/IP are generic protocols that contain a lot of information (fields)
in their header to transfer various types of data for different applications [18]. Most
of this information is unneeded to transfer the VoIP applications’ data, particularly
the point-to-point voice calls (voice calls between two participants) [19-21]. As
discussed, these unneeded RTP/UDP/IP protocols header information are the main
cause of the inefficient use of the IP network bandwidth [12, 13, 17]. The packet
aggregation and header compression are the two main approaches that have been
designed to handle the inefficient use of the IP network bandwidth issue [12, 22, 23].
In addition, the Inter-Asterisk eXchange (IAX) have been designed as a specified
protocol to carry the point-to-point voice calls [24]. The packet aggregation and the
header compression approaches and the IAX protocol will be discussed in the
following section. This article intends to design a new approach to conserve the
network bandwidth when using VoIP applications, particularly the point-to-point
voice calls. The new approach will reemploy and utilize the RTP/UDP/IP protocols
header’s information (fields) that are unneeded to transfer the point-to-point voice
calls. The proposed method is designed to make effective use of these fields. In
particular, these fields will be used for temporarily buffering the voice frame data of
the VoIP packet.
The remaining of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the
main approaches to tackle the inefficient use of the IP network bandwidth by VoIP
applications; Section 3 provides a detailed explanation of the proposed method
including its components, internal operations, and the core principle of the method;
Section 4 analyzes the proposed method in comparison to the traditional method;
Section 5 presents the outcome of this research.
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2. Related works
There are various approaches used to handle the header overhead issue of the VoIP
packets. This section presents these approaches.
The first approach to enhance VoIP application bandwidth exploitation is packet
aggregation. In this approach, the VoIP packets that are headed toward the same
receiver are aggregated into one header to replace one packet header for each payload.
This approach reduces the header overhead of each packet and greatly improves
bandwidth utilization. One of the best coalescence methods, to improve the VoIP
technology bandwidth exploitation, was suggested by S a l v a d o r P. et al. [25] in
2013. The suggested methodology is named VoIP Piggy back (VoIPiggy). The
VoIPiggy technique coalesces the VoIP frames, which are going towards the same
recipient, in one 802.11 MAC layer preamble. Like the previous technique, the
VoIPiggy technique contains a coalescence module that coalesces the VoIP frames
in a single large frame and a de-coalescence module that de-coalesces the large frame
to recreate the original VoIP frames. The coalescence cycle proceeds until the large
frame gets to a particular predetermined size. This frame coalescence technique
prompted an extremely high preamble overhead decrease. Besides that, just an
acknowledgment is transmitted to the large frame rather than a separate
acknowledgment of every frame. Therefore, the suggested VoIPiggy technique has
profoundly enhanced the bandwidth exploitation of VoIP technology. The result, of
testing the proposed VoIPiggy technique in various situations with different criteria
(rate, number of apparatuses, load, and …, etc.), showed twice the amount of VoIP
information can be communicated under the same network criteria [25]. However,
there are many problems that hinder the spread of the packet aggregation techniques.
Firstly, the packet aggregation necessitates multiple streams with a regular arrival
time. Where, if the frames from different steams arrive at different times to the
aggregation device, then some packets will be waiting until the rest of the frames
arrive. Therefore, impose an extra delay. Moreover, the packet aggregation/deaggregation process itself imposes some delay. Therefore, impose extra delay as well.
In addition, some streams are more important than the other. Therefore, those streams
require better QoS. However, aggregation of multiple streams together imposes
giving all the streams the same QoS [3, 25-27].
The second approach to handle the inefficiency of using the bandwidth is the
VoIP packet header optimization. The RObust Header Compression (ROHC) is a
header optimization technique that manages to compact the VoIP packet header to 2
bytes. The ROHC relies on two primary observations to achieve that. The first
observation is that a considerable number of fields in the RTP/UDP/IP header are
constant throughout all the packets in the VoIP call. In this manner, these fields can
be transmitted when the call starts and discarded from the rest of the packets of the
call. The second observation is that another considerable number of fields in the
RTP/UDP/IP header is changing in a specific calculable manner in the consecutive
packets. Hence, these fields can be easily determined based on a simple mathematical
formula. In this manner, once more, these fields can be transmitted when the call
starts and discarded from the rest of the packets of the call. Following these two
observations, the ROHC technique has accomplished 97% bandwidth utilization
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improvement [28]. Despite that, numerous issues have resulted when deploying the
header optimization approach. First, the header optimization approach is consisting
of many different processes and parts. Thus, it loads the equipment by a considerable
amount of processing. Furthermore, the header optimization approach is not effective
over the erroneous connections (connections with high packet loss and delay). In
addition, the loss of numerous packets wastes bandwidth because some packets that
have been transmitted are simply ignored and because a full header packet has to be
transmitted to refresh the context stored on the equipment [20, 29, 30].
Aside from the previously mentioned methods, the Inter-Asterisk eXchange
(IAX) protocol has been created by Spencer et al. to supplant the RTP protocol and
deal with the header overhead problem. IAX has several features including the builtin signaling function, channels aggregation, and supports trunking. IAX protocol has
two main headers: The Full-Frames header and the Mini-Frames header. The MiniFrames header is the one that is used to carry IP voice calls. IAX Mini-Frames is just
four bytes header size protocol with just the fundamental data to convey IP voice
calls. IAX has exceptionally diminished the header overhead, where the IAX protocol
is 4bytes while the RTP is 12 bytes [24]. In spite of that, the composition of IAX,
UDP, and IP (IAX/UDP/IP) protocols causes a similar header overhead issue of
RTP/UDP/IP protocols. Whereas, the header overhead caused by IAX/UDP/IP
protocols is between 51% and 76%, which is still a significant overhead. Another
important issue is that the IAX protocol has been designed to perform the signaling
function by itself, without the need for SIP protocol or even compatibility with it.
However, since SIP is the dominant signaling protocol, the IAX has not spread and
its usage has been limited to only the initial application [24, 29, 30].
In this article, we intend to come out with a new approach, other than all the
above exciting approaches, to conserve the network bandwidth when using VoIP
applications, particularly the point-to-point voice calls. The new approach will
reemploy and utilize the RTP/UDP/IP protocols header’s data (fields) that are
unneeded to transfer the point-to-point voice calls. These fields burden the network
resources with no useful usage by point-to-point voice calls. The proposed method is
designed to make effective use of these fields. In particular, these fields will be used
for temporarily buffering the voice frame data of the VoIP packet. The proposed
approach is called a Short Voice Frame (SVF). The SVF approach is discussed in
detail in the following section.

3. The proposed SVF method
The objective of designing the proposed SVF method is to conserve the network
bandwidth when using VoIP applications, particularly the point-to-point voice calls.
The key idea of conserving network bandwidth, by the proposed SVF method, will
be discussed in the following section. The proposed SVF method will be deployed
on the VoIP appliance that is connected to the WAN for two main reasons. An
important reason is the LAN bandwidth is sufficient and free as opposed to the WAN
bandwidth which is limited and costly. Another important reason is that the SVP
method can be deployed and integrated with the packet aggregation methods, which
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are mostly deployed at the VoIP appliance that is connected to the WAN [17, 29, 32].
The design structure of the proposed SVF method comprises two components. The
first component must be activated in the VoIP appliance located at the source of the
call. The main function of this component is to decrease the size of the VoIP packet
payload as small as zero, as explained in Section 3.2. The name of this component is
Payload Squeezing (PS). The second component must be activated in the VoIP
appliance located at the destination of the call. The main function of this component
is to bring back the former original size of the VoIP packet payload, as explained in
Section 3.3. The name of this component is Payload De-Squeezing (PDS). Fig. 1
demonstrates the location of the PS and PDS components.

Fig. 1. Location of PS and PDS components

3.1. The abstract idea of proposed SVF method
The RTP/UDP/IP protocols contain several fields that are unneeded to transfer the
point-to-point voice calls. These fields burden the network resources with no useful
use by point-to-point voice calls [18-21]. The proposed SVF method is designed to
make effective use of these fields. In particular, these fields will be used for buffering
the voice data of the VoIP packet, thus, they are called the buffering fields. An
RTP/UDP/IP protocols field is considered a buffering field based on certain criteria.
Firstly, the field must be unneeded to deliver the packet to the intended destination.
Secondly, the field must be unneeded to interrupt the packet in the correct way.
Thirdly, some previous methods (e.g., header compression) are based on saving
certain information on the intermediary devices between the call clients in order to
retrieve the original value of the fields. The proposed SVF method must not do this
so as to avoid burdening the intermediary devices and deteriorate the call quality
[20, 29]. Fourthly, the value of some fields is pre-known and unchanged whatsoever
[18]. In addition, the value of some other fields can be calculated from the value of
the other fields, without keeping any information at the intermediary devices between
the call clients. In both cases, these fields are considered buffering fields. Finally, the
processes performed by the intermediate layer three devices must not be altered or
updated to be able to interrupt the new values of the header. This is to avoid the
compatibility issues of the propped method with the networks’ devices. Accordingly,
the RTP/UDP/IP protocols fields that meet the above criteria and will be considered
as buffering fields are: i) Identification (16-bit), Protocol (8-bit), and Source IP
address (32-bit) in the IP protocol header; ii) Source Port Number(16-bit), Length
(16-bit) and Checksum (16-bit) in the UDP protocol header; iii) Synchronization
Source (SSRC) Identifier (32-bits) in the RTP protocol header. The size of the
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buffering fields together is 136 bits (17-bytes). Table 1 summarizes and discusses the
buffering fields.
Table 1. Buffering fields
Buffering
Discussion
field
The IP protocol uses the Identification field in the fragmentation process (if
applied). The typical VoIP packet size is less than 70 bytes, which is less than all
Identification
known technologies for layer two. Therefore, the VoIP packet is never fragmented
and the Identification field is unneeded by the VoIP applications [17, 33-35]

Protocol

Source IP
address
Source port
number

Length

Checksum

SSRC

The IP protocol uses the Protocol field to identify the layer four protocol. The VoIP
data is carried over the UDP layer four protocol with a fixed value of 17 in the
Protocol field. Therefore, the Protocol field may carry voice data and then its value
reset to 17 at the receiver VoIP appliance to avoid misinterpretation of the packet
by the client application [18, 36]
Typically, the receiver uses the Source IP Address field to respond to the arrived
packets. However, the receiver VoIP client does not respond to the arrived packets.
Therefore, the Source IP Address is unneeded by the VoIP applications [18, 36]
Typically, the receiver uses the Source Port Number field to respond to the arrived
segments. However, the receiver VoIP client does not respond to the arrived
segments. Therefore, the Source Port Number is unneeded by the VoIP applications
[18, 36, 37]
The receiver client uses the Length field to determine the size of the layer four
segments. This field value can be calculated by subtracting 20 (20 is the size of the
IP protocol when used with VoIP) from the Total Length (TL) field of the IP
protocol. Therefore, the Length field may carry voice data and then its value reset
at the receiver VoIP appliance to avoid misinterpretation of the packet by the client
application [18, 28, 37]
The receiver client uses the optional Checksum field to check the integrity of the
arrived packets. The packets that fail to pass the check are dropped. VoIP
applications can use a certain algorithm to rescue these packets and improve the
overall voice quality. Therefore, the optional Checksum field is unneeded by the
VoIP applications [20, 38, 39]
The SSRC field is needed to identify the sender of the packets with a multicast
VoIP session and when the translator or mixer is used in VoIP sessions. However,
it is not needed with the point-to-point voice calls. Therefore, the SSRC field may
carry voice data [12, 20]

3.2. SVF method: PS component function
The function of the PS component is to decrease the size of the VoIP packet payload
as small as zero. The operation at the PS component goes through serval steps to
achieve that. These steps are four.
Step 1. The VoIP packet payload is separated from the VoIP packet header.
Step 2. The VoIP packet payload is buffered in the buffering fields. The first
2-B (Bytes) are buffered in the identification field, the next 1-B in the protocol field,
the next 4-B in the Source IP Address field, the next 2-B in the Source Port Number
field, the next 2-B in the Length field, the next 2-B in the Checksum field, and the
last 4-B in the SSRC field. The total size of the buffering fields is 17 bytes. This
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produces a VoIP packet header with new values. The name of this header is the
Buffering Header (BH).
Step 3a. If the size of the VoIP packet payload is smaller than the size of the
buffering fields (17-B), then the unused portion of the buffering fields are set to zeros.
This produces a VoIP packet without a payload, only the BH header.
Step 3b. If the size of the VoIP packet payload is larger than the size of the
buffering fields (17-bytes), then the remaining portion of the packet payload is
attached to the BH header. This produces a VoIP packet with a payload. In both cases
(Step 3a and Step 3b), this new packet is called the BH Packet (BHP).
Step 4. The BHP packet is transmitted to the VoIP appliance that is located at
the destination of the call.
Table 2 shows the allocation of the VoIP packet payload in the buffering fields
with four different codecs. Fig. 2 demonstrates the steps that have occurred at the PS
Component.

Fig. 2. PS component process
Table 2. Buffering fields’ allocation
Allocation of the VoIP packet payload in the buffering fields
Payload
Source IP Source
CheckPacket
size
Identification Protocol
Length
SSRC
address port number
sum
payload
G.726-30-B
2-B
1-B
4-B
2-B
2-B
2-B
4-B
13-B
G.723.1-20-B
2-B
1-B
4-B
2-B
2-B
2-B
4-B
3-B
LPC-14-B
2-B
1-B
4-B
2-B
2-B
2-B 1-B and Zeros N/A
G.729-10-B
2-B
1-B
4-B
2-B
1-B and Zeros Zeros
Zeros
N/A
G.728-10-B
2-B
1-B
4-B
2-B
1-B and Zeros Zeros
Zeros
N/A
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3.3. SVF method: PDS component function
Begin

Arrived packet

Check TL field value

Yes

No
TL = 40?

BHP packet
without payload

BHP packet with
payload

Extract the buffering
fields from the BH header

Separate the BH header
from the payload

Place the buffering fields
as a packet payload

Extract the buffering
fields from the BH header

Original VoIP
packet payload

Combine the buffering
fields with the payload

Set the P field to 17

Find & set the L field
value

Set the remaining
buffering fields to zeros
VoIP packet
header

Attach the packet
payload to the header
Original VoIP
packet

Send the packet to its
destination

End

Fig. 3. PDS component process

The function of the PDS component is to bring back the former original size of
the VoIP packet payload. The operation at the PDS component goes through serval
steps to achieve that. These steps are seven.
Step 1. The incoming BHP packet is inspected whether it has a payload or not.
This is done by inspecting the value of the TL field of the IP protocol in the header.
If the value of the TL field is equal to 40-B (40-B is the size of the typical
RTP/UDP/IP VoIP packet header), then the incoming BHP packet has no payload.
Otherwise, the incoming BHP packet has a payload.
Step 2. If the incoming BHP packet has a payload, then separate the BH header
from the payload and extract the VoIP packet payload from the buffering fields.
Otherwise, if the incoming BHP packet has no payload, then, only, extract the VoIP
packet payload from the buffering fields.
Step 3. The separated payload (If any) and the extracted VoIP packet payload
from Step 2 are integrated together. The data of the Identification field is positioned
first, then the data of the Protocol field, then the data of the Source IP Address field,
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then the data of the Source Port Number field, then the data of the Length field, then
the data of the Checksum field, then the data of the SSRC field, and the VoIP packet
payload (if any) is positioned last. This produces the former original VoIP packet
payload.
Step 4a. The Protocol and Length fields are set to their original value, the value
before they modified by the PS component, as discussed in Table 1.
Step 4b. The other buffering fields, other than the Protocol and Length fields,
are set to zeros. This step must be done to avoid misinterpretation of these fields by
the destination client of the call. Step4a and Step4b produce the RTP/UDP/IP VoIP
packet header.
Step 5. The VoIP packet payload from step3 and the VoIP packet header from
step4 are combined together to produce the VoIP packet.
Step 6. The produced VoIP packet is transmitted to the destination of the call.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the steps that occurred at the PDS Component.

4. SVF method performance analysis
This section measures the achievement of the suggested SVF method. The
SVF method was inspected and examined against the common method (the common
40 bytes RTP/UDP/IP header) of carrying the VoIP packets. Henceforth, the common
RTP/UDP/IP method is named the RUI method. The bandwidth exploitation
proficiency has been exploited to analyze the suggested SVF method against the
common RUI method. The bandwidth exploitation proficiency has been estimated
dependent on the Maximum number of concurrent Calls (MaxCalls) and the saved
bandwidth ratio. Besides the bandwidth exploitation proficiency, the proposed
SVF method has been inspected against the common RUI method in terms of the
network devices’ buffer utilization.
The Network Simulation 2 (NS2) tool has been utilized to simulate the proposed
SVF method. After simulating the SVF method, a network topology using NS2 has
been designed to evaluate the SVF method whilst comparing it with the RUI method.
The simulation model plan comprises of two components of the SVF method: i) PS
component, which is situated at the transmitter side appliance, and ii) PDS
component, which is situated at the recipient side appliance. The functions of PS and
PDS components are discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Each component
utilizes a buffer with a maximum size of 5. The two components are suggested to be
associated with utilizing a WAN connection, which is mimicked as a first-in-first-out
buffer. A CBR traffic generator is attached to each end node.
Three different experiments with the three diverse codecs (G.723.1, G.726, and
LPC) have been run on the designed topology. In each experiment, the MaxCalls
supported by the SVF method and the MaxCalls supported by the RUI method, in
various channel bandwidths between 100 kbps to 1000 kbps, have been compared.
The starting of packet loss is the indication that the channel is overwhelmed and its
MaxCalls is reached. Therefore, the MaxCalls is counted just before the channel is
overwhelmed.
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4.1. MaxCalls
The section presents MaxCalls of the proposed method in comparison to the common
RUI method. Fig. 4, 5, and 6 show the MaxCalls of the SVF method compared with
that of the RUI method with G.726, G.723.1, and LPC, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the
saved bandwidth ratio when using the SVF method compared with the RUI method,
based on the MaxCalls with the three codecs. Observably, the MaxCalls when using
the SVF method surpasses the MaxCalls of the RUI method with the three codecs,
which reflected to the saved bandwidth ratio as well. Clearly, the reason behind this
improvement of both MaxCalls and the saved bandwidth ratio is putting portion or
even the whole VoIP packet payload in the buffering filed of the RTP/UDP/IP VoIP
packet header. Moreover, the difference in the MaxCalls and saved bandwidth ratio
between the SVF and RUI methods vary from a codec to another because the ratio of
the packet payload in the buffering fields to the total packet size varies when different
codecs are used.

MaxCalls

Capacity (G.723.1)
100
50
0
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Available Bandwidth (kb)
RUI Method

SVF Method

Fig. 4. Capacity (G.723.1)

MaxCalls

Capacity (G.726)
30
20
10
0
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Available Bandwidth (kb)
RUI Method

SVF Method

Fig. 5. Capacity (G.726)
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MaxCalls

Capacity (G.726)
30
20
10
0
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Available Bandwidth (kb)
RUI Method

SVF Method

Fig. 6. Capacity (LPC)

Saved Bandwidth (%)

Saved Bandwidth
30
28
26

G.723.1; 29

24

G.726; 25

LPC; 26

G.726

LPC

22

G.723.1

Codec
Fig. 7. Saved bandwidth ratio

4.2. Buffer utilization
The section presents the buffer utilization of the proposed method in comparison to
the common RUI method. When the device buffer capacity is exceeded, then the
incoming packets are lost. In this case, the buffer capacity impacts the packet loss
ratio and also the delay. The next equation is used to calculate the buffer capacity:
BS
(1)
BC = Pkts,
where, BC is the Buffer Capacity in packet, BS is the Buffer Size in bytes, and Pkts
is the Packet size in bytes. The next equation is used to calculate the buffer utilization
improvement ratio, when using the SVF method rather than the RUI method:
SVFBC − RUIBC
(2)
Improvment % =
× 100%.
RUIBC

For example, assuming that the buffer size is 1000 bytes, using Equations (1)
and (2), Fig. 8 shows the buffer improvement ratio when using the SVF protocol with
G.726, G.723.1, and LPC codecs.
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Improvement

Buffer utilization
50,0%

G.723.1;
39,5% G.726; 32,1% LPC; 35,0%

0,0%
G.723.1

G.726

LPC

Codec

Fig. 8. SVF method buffer utilization improvement ratio

As we can see in Fig. 8, the SVF method improves the buffer utilization over
the RUI method, when using G.726, G.723.1, and LPC codecs. With the three codecs,
the SVF method substantially improves the buffer utilization in comparison to the
RUI method. This results in less packet loss and delay, leading to better voice quality.
Clearly, the reason behind this improvement of buffer utilization ratio is putting
portion or even the whole VoIP packet payload in the buffering field of the
RTP/UDP/IP VoIP packet header. Moreover, the difference in the improvement of
buffer utilization ratio between the SVF and RUI methods vary from a codec to
another because the ratio of the packet payload in the buffering fields to the total
packet size varies when different codecs are used.

5. Conclusion
In recent years there has been a considerable increase in the demand for VoIP
technology both in business and domestic sectors. Nevertheless, VoIP has been
encountering inefficient use of the IP network bandwidth issue that slows down its
propagation. Several approaches have been proposed to tackle this issue such as
packet aggregation and header compression methods and the IAX protocol. This
paper has proposed a new approach, called SVF, to tackle the inefficient use of the
IP network bandwidth issue. The SVF approach utilizes the VoIP packet header fields
that are unneeded for the VoIP applications, especially the point-to-point voice calls.
In particular, these unneeded fields will be utilized to carry the VoIP packet payload
temporally, till reaching the destination VoIP appliance. The performance evaluation
has shown that the maximum number of calls, which can be carried in a specific
length bandwidth, is increased by up to 28.3% when using the G.723.1 codec. In
addition, the buffer utilization, which could reflect on the call quality, has been
improved by up to 39.5% with the same codec. Therefore, the SVF method is an
auspicious approach to address the inefficient use of the IP network bandwidth. As
future works, despite the fact that the NS2 simulation has been utilized in this study
to deploy the proposed method, a real deployment environment in the presence of
real network traffic, needs to be considered. In addition, the impact of altering the
original value of the buffering fields on the security issues, such as the firewall rules
and configuration, needs to be investigated.
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